
 

 For each instance c of the testing set from 
each fold 

 Use the selected best empirical robustness 
model, ϵ* to predict the robustness of each 
algorithm  S on instance c 

 The algorithm with the lowest predicted 
robustness, τpred, for c is selected for use 
from the portfolio 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Simulates real online behavior because 

the models are used to make predictions 
on instances not seen in training 

 Dataset contains 144 distinct instances 
 Stratified 10-fold cross-validation 
 Auto-WEKA used to learn the best models and their 

heyperparameters 
 For each training set, Auto-WEKA: 
 Is launched with eight different random seeds 
 Produces eight different prediction models,  ϵ1 .. ϵ8 

 
ϵi maps an instance, c and S to τpred   
• Best model, ϵ*, selected based on root mean squared error on 

the validation set  

 Calculate TPAR
ideal , for each scheduling method, S, where the computing system has dedicated processors with 100% availability 

 Calculate the parallel execution time TPAR (Λ),where the application has variable iteration execution times, and the computing system 

has non-dedicated processors with variable availability  

 A scheduling algorithm is robust if it satisfies the condition:  

 

TPAR
ideal ≤ TPAR(Λ) ≤ τsim · TPAR

ideal   
 

Tolerance value (τsim)                      degree of robustness  

 

 The τsim denotes the impact of variable system availability on TPAR. 

      Various τsim values reflect different degrees of robustness for a certain scheduling method 

 Empirical robustness model classes selected 
using Auto-WEKA: 
80 model classes, hyperparameters and parameters are 
learned with Auto-WEKA, and 10 out of 80 are selected 
based on their root mean squared error on the 
validation set 

 

 Algorithm selection and portfolio behavior: 
The predicted tolerance values, τpred, were typically 
accurate and quite similar to the oracle or virtual best 
solver (VBS) 
 

 
 

 

 Comparison of empirical robustness prediction 
models to winner-take-all behavior: 
DLS portfolio outperforms the individual schedulers 
(winner -take-all) 

 
 

 A wide range of machine learning techniques were 
examined to obtain a DLS robustness prediction model 

 The prediction model enables dynamic selection of the 
most robust DLS algorithm for a given problem 
instance 

Assessment of the utility function for achieving the 
desired level of performance of scientific applications 
executing on heterogeneous computing environments. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

• For each combination of application size 
(N tasks), system size (P processors), 
probability distribution of underlying 
algorithmic variance (T) and probability 
distribution of underlying systemic 
variance (A), compute the theoretical best 
parallel execution time, TPAR

ideal 

• For each combination c of N, P, T and A, 
compute the actual parallel execution time 
TPAR, of instance c using scheduling 
method, S 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Each algorithm was simulated and timed on each parameter 
combination using SimGrid  

• The tolerance value observed via 
simulation, τsim, reflects the robustness of 
S for a particular instance c represented by  

       the 4-tuple: (N, P, T , A) is computed as 

τsim  = TPAR
 / TPAR

ideal 
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Frequency of model classes learned by Auto-WEKA and selected based on  
performance on the validation set. 

Prediction performance of the empirical robustness prediction models. Each point in the plot 
represents one combination of a 4-tuple (N, P, T , A) instance and an algorithm S . There are a 
total of 1,152 points. Points closer to the main diagonal represent more accurate predictions. 

Comparison of the observed tolerance τsim of the algorithms selected 
with the empirical tolerance prediction models and several DLS algorithms.. 

 The Dynamic Loop Scheduling (DLS) selection 

problem is stated as follows: Given, 
 A scientific application (N independent, data 

parallel, and computationally intensive, loop 
iterations),  

 A collection of dynamic loop scheduling (DLS) 
algorithms,  

 A heterogeneous parallel and distributed computing 
system (P processors), and 

 Unpredictable variations in problem, algorithm, and 
system characteristics, 

which algorithm yields most the robust execution 
performance?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Use of state-of-the-art machine learning techniques 
      to explore a large space of empirical prediction  
      models for robustness analysis 
 Selection of the most robust DLS algorithms from a 

portfolio, using the developed (or learnt) empirical 
robustness prediction models 

 Dynamic loop scheduling (DLS) algorithms: 
 Based on probabilistic analyses 
 Inherently robust  
 Portfolio: is a set of algorithms STATIC, FSC, GSS, 

FAC, WF, AWF-B, AWF-C, AF 

 Flexibility metric: is a measure of robustness of  
     DLS algorithms to deliver an optimized  
     performance in the presence of unpredictable  
     variations in system load (Λ) 

 Robustness (Flexibility) Analysis:  used for 
determining the impact of variations in system load on 
the performance of the DLS algorithms 
 


